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The Key  
Volume 51, Number 3 – 2019 

Saturday – March 23, 2019 
 

 
The Key is a daily publication that will provide useful information about the tournament and 
convention, as well as useless information about the people, schools, and events that not 
everyone sees or hears. Look for each day’s issue on TABROOM.COM some time in the late 
morning. One of the important things The Key will provide are statements from candidates for 
office. Today’s issue includes statements from candidates for At-Large, Community College, and 
Graduate Student candidates. Tomorrow’s issue will include statements from candidates for the 
At-Large student member. There will also be daily updates from your host and tournament 
director, as well as other important reminders and information to help navigate you through your 
tournament and convention days. Finally, there will be a contest each day; two randomly drawn 
correct answer sheet will win PKD water bottles and a third randomly drawn correct answer sheet 
will win a PKD keychain. 
 
Welcome to Hofstra University and the 51st Biennial Pi Kappa Delta National Tournament and 
Convention. We hope you have a fabulous time! 

 

National Council Candidates and Elections 
 

We will hear from candidates for national council positions at today’s business meeting and 
student caucus. Our membership will select three at-large representatives, a community college 
representative, a graduate student representative, and an at-large student representative to serve 
on the national council over the next two years. Please read candidate statements, listen to their 
speeches, and attend Meet-the-Candidate forums to learn more about them and their candidacy. 
Then vote! The voting box is in the food area of the Student Center, across from the ballot and 
vendor fair tables. There may be additional candidates nominated from the floor. Statements 
available at the time of completing today’s issue of The Key are provided here. Voting is open… 

 Today from 1:00 to 5:00 pm 

 Sunday from 9:00 am to 12:00 pm 
Be sure you have your voting delegate ribbon—and be sure to vote! 

 
Joel Anguiano 

At-Large Representative 
I would like to thank you for the opportunity to run for At- Large Council Member.  I 

have been proud of bringing and fostering Spanish Language Interp as a permanent event at the 
National Tournament, I have also been proud of the work we have begun on the Summer 
Forensic Institute which will be a major component of our outreach to more diverse coaches 
with our partnership of the HBCU League, We will be re-formatting and republishing the PKD 
Podcast with a brand new emphasis on our current political climate, and I have been proud of 
laying down the framework of the inclusion and the growth of our Provinces, so that we can 
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better connect the membership to its leadership.  I am so humbled to stand before you and ask 
for your vote to remain on council and continue to do the great work that we began two years 
ago.   
 And as part of my transition into a second term I will work extremely hard to find better 
integration of partnerships for the use of your skills in the future.  As well as continue to work 
to foster more diverse coaches and services for students to continue to work in forensics.  I will 
also start to develop some solutions, though the task will be daunting, to find some solutions 
for mental health and wellness.  I have always said that I don’t have the answers and I human 
and will make mistakes, but being part of this community that has a shared vision of its future 
is important to me, and I will always work hard to do what I can for it.   
 And while I can stand here and list all of my accolades and my coaching and student 
awards, what I feel is important is what I can do for you as a member of the Council.  My 
experience on this council and being part of some of the important and sweeping changes that 
have been instituted have been a great experience, and I am so excited that I have had the 
chance to be part of those changes.  The Title 9 training, the creation of the position of 
Ombudsperson, and the steps that we are making to find better ways of making students and 
coaches have a better overall experience not only at our National Tournament but for our 
organization as a while.  And the work of our council will always work forward in the direction 
of where we want to be, and make sure that we never digress and move forward.   
 I have been happy and humbled to work for you on Council and I hope to continue to do 
the great work that we have already begun, because who we are as an organization is so much 
more than a National Tournament, and I have been so glad to work alongside people that I get 
to call not only colleagues but friends.  Pi Kappa Delta has been part of who I am and I will 
continue to work for it, as long as I am given the opportunity to do so.   

 
Seth Fendley, University of Central Florida 

At-Large Representative 
Greetings, My name is Seth Fendley, and I am currently the Director of Debate at the University 

of Central Florida. As an undergraduate competitor, I was a charter member of our undergraduate 

Pi Kappa Delta chapter. As a Ph.D. student, our students participated in Pitch It and subsequently 

were able to host a Congressional Debate with a grant provided by PKD. Pi Kappa Delta has been 

a formative organization for me as a coach and the educational value provided to my students at 

the tournament and beyond has been invaluable. I am interested in being an At-Large-Candidate 

for PKD to help continue the focus on professional development within the organization. This 

year I had the opportunity to participate in professional development. I enjoyed the opportunity 

to present and now understand additional ways we can improve professional development as an 

organization. As a coach, I see the value in not only maintaining my education but in assisting 

new coaches in gathering as much information as possible to be successful. I see professional 

development as a key to ensuring the longevity of the activity. I would focus on making sure more 

members are aware of the professional development opportunities within the organization and 

building a robust network of accomplished coaches who are willing to share their knowledge. 

Thank you for your consideration.  

Amorette Hinderaker, Texas Christian University 
At-Large Representative 

I found my forensics home at my first PKD in Shreveport Louisiana in 1995. I was then a 
college sophomore, and after a freshman NFA experience, the contrast of the open, educational, 
and welcoming environment of Pi Kappa Delta felt, simply, like a homecoming. Here, in this 
organization, I remain, still, at home. After coaching a PKD team at North Dakota State 
University for six years, I took my current position at Texas Christian, where I was hired to start 
a team. Before the ink was dry on my employment contract, before the moving van had even 
been arranged, I called Lisa at Pi Kappa Delta, and was pleased to find that TCU had a long 
history with PKD, though it had been in a nearly 40-year hiatus. The Texas Zeta Chapter was 
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renewed months before I ever set foot on campus at TCU. Our team, as it stands now, was built 
around the governing philosophies of PKD. For a team I was going to coach and lead, there was 
no other option. This organization stands for everything I believe is good and valuable about 
this activity. It is educational, it is congenial, it is accepting and inclusive, it fosters healthy 
competition in a culture of learning.  

I stand now as a candidate for an at-large seat on the PKD national council, and ask for 
your support so that I may contribute in more meaningful ways to the organization that has, 
for so long, been the forensics home for so many of us. If elected, it would be my honor to 
serve, to work diligently to preserve the history and tradition of this organization, while helping 
it progress and refine its operations. I bring 13 years coaching experience in two PKD provinces, 
and a decade-long professional career in public relations to this position, and would love to 
help PKD better promote, reach out to potential new member schools, and refine out-of-date 
operating procedures. One of the issues I would like to see the council address is the 
formulation of a set of PKD-specific bylaws and rules for competitive events that reflect the 
goals of the missions of this organization. A PKD-specific set of rules serves to both guide 
competition at the local and national level in educational ways, and to more effectively address 
ethical and rule concerns brought to tournament staff at the national tournament.  

Thank you to every competitor, coach, and staff member who welcome my team, 
welcome me, home every time I pin that PKD seal on my jacket lapel. On council, or not, this 
will always be the guiding organization that my team lives by. It is my hope to help foster that 
environment for teams nationwide into the future.  

 
Victoria Ledford, University of Maryland 

At-Large Representative 
For the last 11 years, I have learned a lot about what service to the forensics discipline looks like. 
Competing for Marshall University, coaching for both Marshall and George Mason University, and 
assisting in service at local tournaments and three different national tournaments has taught me 
a lot about what it means to advance the systems in which forensics operates. The last year has 
been particularly meaningful in becoming closely acquainted with the inner workings of Pi Kappa 
Delta. As the first graduate student representative to the council, I had a lot of work to do in 
defining the role of the graduate student representative. I made it my mission to create more 
opportunities for graduate students, and that is why I am leading the Exhibitor Fair at this year’s 
PKD Convention, where both graduate and undergraduate students can be connected with 
academic and job options for their futures. I believe I have only begun to scratch the surface in 
my service to forensics, and more specifically Pi Kappa Delta. That is why I hope you will elect 
me as an At-Large Council Member for the 2019-2021 term. With experience as a graduate student 
coach, a DOF, a PhD student, and an alumni volunteer, I offer diverse perspectives that I hope 
will prove useful in continuing my service to Pi Kappa Delta. Specifically, over the course of the 
next year, I hope to  

 Continue to create more opportunities for graduate students to both serve and benefit 
from forensics 

 Assist in developing more pedagogical resources for coaching and administering 
forensics teams  

 Develop relationships and understand experiences from a diversity of forensics students, 
coaches, and teams so that those experiences can be adequately represented in the 
function of our organization.  

For these reasons, I would be honored if you would elect me as an At-Large PKD Council Member 
for the 2019-2021 term. 
 

Kiefer Storrer—Glendale Community College 
Community College Representative 

I am excited to run for the Pi Kappa Delta Community College Representative council 
position. I feel that my history of various regions and programs competitively and professionally 
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make me uniquely qualified to be represent a segment of the Pi Kappa Delta population that 
sometimes accidentally falls by the wayside. 

The main reason that I want to support the Community College population is the bitter 
truth that sometimes students have different goals for 4 year institutions instead of moving on 
and doing more Forensics. Many of my current and past students aren’t thinking about continuing 
this amazing activity after they get their Associate’s, so my interest in being the CC rep regarding 
this is twofold; I’d like to make PKD as much as a home as possible for theses 2-year students, 
so that they can see opportunities to be recruited, and if they still don’t want to continue to do 
the activity, they at least can feel welcome and competitive and fulfilled at PKD. 
Next, I want to spearhead an effort to implement a CC-2nd-year award similar to Pi Kappa 
Delta’s All-American award. I think the All-American award is an incredible accomplishment, but 
I also want to have opportunities for CC students because again, not all of them will continue to 
do this; and maybe they will be recruited to an institution that doesn’t go to PKD. There are some 
wonderful, academically gifted and service-oriented community college students that a CC All-
American award could serve. I also think from a coaching standpoint it would feel amazing to 
provide access to CC coaches to be able to push for our own students to apply to awards like 
this. 

Finally, as a Head Coach in the Southwest, I want to be able to champion Pi Kappa Delta 
to the various California (and even Arizona) schools I interact with. There has I believe been some 
tepid interest from certain SoCal programs (Cerritos, APU, etc.) and I want to be able to push for 
them to get information as well as be able to say that on both a CC level and a regional level I can 
help share their concerns. Finally (and I know this isn’t always the case) but it would be nice to 
be able to showcase Pi Kappa Delta as a national tournament that California schools can have 
access to in the wake of future AFA controversies like this year. 

 

Brian Swafford, Northwest Missouri State University 
At-Large Representative 

Hello friends! I write to you in hopes that you will vote for me to be an At-Large member 
of the National Council for Pi Kappa Delta. This year marks my fifteen year since I began my 
coaching journey. During that entire time, Pi Kappa Delta has become my forensics home. As an 
undergraduate, my university didn’t focus on our organization. It wasn’t until I got to graduate 
school and beyond that I came to know and love this community as I do. With stops at Central 
Michigan, Ohio, Boise State, and now Northwest Missouri State University, I have come to PKD as 
someone who believes in the mission, vision, and values that mark us as more than a national 
tournament. I’d like to mention two items that I would like to highlight my candidacy. 

Initially, I believe in serving PKD however best I can. During my graduate school years, I 
was on the Impromptu and Extemp Committees. I have served on the tab staff at both the Biennial 
and the NCT, heading the specialty debate tab and then helping to run the ballot table. My hope 
is that my assisting with the tournament administration, whether through a topic committee, a 
tab station, the ballot table, or any other task that is needed, that the tournament runs that much 
smoother. That students, coaches, and judges have a tournament that much more enjoyable. I 
think I can help. I’d like the opportunity to do more. As a council member, I would be able to 
continue giving back to this organization and community. 

Additionally, I’d like to help address some of the growing concerns within the greater 
forensics community. We find ourselves at an auspicious moment. There is the tried and true 
concerns like budget cuts, fewer tournaments, and higher expectations from our administrations. 
There is also the elephant in the room of #MeToo and the impact on forensics students, coaches, 
programs, and organizations. This year we have taken an important first step by asking all 
participants to submit verification of Title IX training. We can do more. My students have spent 
this year brainstorming ideas for how we could create real strategies to address problematic 
behavior. Because I believe in this vision and I have the ability to keep that discussion going, I’d 
like to do that. There are lots of ideas for policies, procedures, and recommendations. PKD has 
taken the lead on so many social issues that impact the forensics community. This is an important 
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issue that we should take up next. As a council member, I would be able to ensure that these 
discussions become more than words and become actions. 

I would love your support (and your vote) for my candidacy as an At-Large member of the 
National Council. I’d like to serve. I think I would be an asset to the Council and the greater PKD 
organization. I hope you’ll agree. 

 

Trent Webb, Nassau County Community College 
Community College Representative 

It is with pride and excitement that I, once again, submit my candidacy for Community 
College Representative on the Pi Kappa Delta National Council. 

I attended my first Pi Kappa Delta NCT in Minneapolis some years ago, and was instantly 
enthralled by the camaraderie, congenial atmosphere and a primary focus on student learning in 
the forensics arts.  I knew immediately, that I wanted to be a part of this community.  However, 
budget issues kept my team from attending regularly over the years.  We were thrilled to return 
to PKD at the University of Kentucky back in 2016.  And now, with a fairly stable budget 
infrastructure, we have made a home with PKD. 
 I have served at the Director of Forensics at Nassau Community College for the past 18 
years. Coaching and directing a community college program comes with unique challenges. Our 
students often face enormous economic and social pressures; their access to privilege is severely 
limited – which makes their participation in intercollegiate forensics so vital. I’m glad that Pi 
Kappa Delta has recognized that it’s time to make this a permanent position on the council for 
these students. 
 Currently, NCC is an active member of both Phi Rho Pi and the AFA-NIET. In my role of 
CC rep, I have acted as a liaison between PKD and Phi Rho Pi (PRP), by encouraging more CC 
participation in PKD. I look forward to further engaging the PRP membership to encourage more 
community colleges to join and be active participants in PKD tournaments.  
 In conclusion, I’d like to thank for your consideration for this position. I look forward to 
the opportunity to serve. 
 

Student Candidates 
 

Joshua Sanders, Murray State University—Student Representative 
Joining the Speech and Debate Union at my university was probably one of the greatest 

decisions I made. When I started, I didn't think much of it. We had a small team; I didn’t know 
anybody, and I was intimidated with the college experience. I never would have guessed I would 
work four nights a week, to better myself and my team in the areas of speech and debate. I love 
forensics more than anything, as it allows for us to work together to express viewpoints, while 
working towards common goals.  

I also enjoy being a part of this great organization. Pi Kappa Delta has a history that is 
unsurpassed. The leadership continues to thrive and help us to be stronger competitors and more 
marketable candidates for our future careers. As your student rep, along with listening to your 
concerns on the circuit and working with the Pi Kappa Delta administrators, my platform is that 
of an advocate. From budget cuts to ignorant administrators at some institutions who do not 
understand the value this organization brings to humankind, I would act upon hearing of these 
issues by seeking assistance for those institutions that are suffering. First, I would advocate for 
Pi Kappa Delta to create and send a letter to an institution’s hierarchy when programs are cut or 
being targeted for cuts. Secondly, I would advocate that the current Pi Kappa Delta scholarship 
is increased to allow a program to attend the annual conference and perhaps another tournament 
during the year. Finally, I will make sure each institution is in fact linked through a private 
medium unlike Facebook, where all of us can share our concerns throughout the year.  

Times are hard for secondary education. Our national fraternity can continue to promote 
how public address not only enhances skills for our professions, but public address also helps 
us to be better citizens. To be able to express one’s opinions clearly, and to be able to talk about 
issues that affect students and administrators is paramount. Pi Kappa Delta is more than an 
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organization. It’s a family. I hope you help me to help you support the mission within “our 
family.” Thank you for your consideration.  
 

John Wallis, Webster University 
Student Representative 

It is with great passion and enthusiasm that I am running to be a student member of the 
National Council. I am a sophomore at Webster University pursuing a double major with a B.A. in 
Speech and Communications Studies and a B.A. in International Relations with the aspiration of 
working with the State Department. Over the last five months, I have had the privilege of serving 
in a statewide organization focused on speech and theatre in Missouri education. The work I have 
done in this organization requires a sense of responsibility and flexibility that translates into the 
position of a student representative. It is my belief that Pi Kappa Delta has a strong sense of 
community, and I want to work to help make that community grow. Family remains the 
cornerstone of my success, and PKD has brought me in as a member of the community. Very few 
organizations offer the community that Pi Kappa Delta does. In my two years of competition, I 
have had the pleasure of meeting people from across the nation, and it has been a life-changing 
experience to create, what I expect to be, long-lasting friendships with so many. Because of this, 
it is my goal to help grow the PKD community through outreach between the different provinces. 

My vision for our future involves the PKD National Council ‘and the Student Lieutenant 
Governors of the provinces to create a strategy that will encompass all fifty states. Through this 
outreach, we can identify chapters that are struggling, developing, and thriving to partner schools 
together and build up membership. While focusing on outreach across the country, I would like 
to see PKD create a committee that is focused on advocacy at the state and national levels. As 
leaders in the forensics community, this is the logical next step in order to expand our outreach 
efforts and success as an organization. Meeting with and discussing key legislative goals that will 
determine levels of funding for forensics programs is key to our success. As president of a 
College Democrats chapter at Webster University, I have been able to advocate for legislation and 
reform through letter writing campaigns, phone banks, and demonstrations. Pi Kappa Delta can 
harness the art of persuasion to strengthen our resolve and broaden our support at all levels of 
government. I understand the importance of communication, and I intend to be a student 
representative for all forensicators. With this understanding, I promise to have open 
communications available to any person at any time. I am a member and Vice President of a 
chapter that values the community PKD has created, having hosted multiple national 
tournaments and being home to two former national presidents and a Hall of Fame Member. I am 
continually inspired by PKD’s commitment to the arts, and I am under the firm belief that we can 
affect real change for our future. All said, I am asking for your vote as the next Student National 
Council Member of Pi Kappa Delta in order to continue my work as an advocate for forensics and 
debate. Vote for me, and I promise we will build a better organization together, where we can 
create a community that is even bigger and brighter than it is right now. My name is John Wallis, 
and I am asking to be an advocate for you and the future of forensics. 

 

Day Three from Tournament Director, Dr. Jessica Furgerson 

Happy Day Three Everyone! 
 

I hope you are having a wonderful experience at the 2019 Biennial! Today we wrap up the 
Preliminary Rounds for all events and get ready for the Debate Elimination Rounds and 
Showcases that will take place tomorrow. Participants for these will be announced tonight at the 
Student and Coaches Receptions so you definitely want to be there!  

Speaking of showcases...as described in the invitation the showcases will look a little 
different this year. We are throwing it back to the original festival days of forensics and utilizing 
these showcases as a venue to have a thoughtful guided discussion about events and best 
practices. So we will have a total of six combined showcases - Extemp & Impromptu, POI & Poetry, 
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DI & DUO, Prose and Spanish Language Interp, Communication Analysis & After Dinner Speaking, 
Persuasion, Informative & Advocacy in Action. It is my hope that these showcases provide a 
unique opportunity for discussion, reflection, and a celebration of what makes forensics and PKD 
an amazing avenue for public performance and deliberation. 
 

Congratulations to Dr. Susan Millsap—PKD Hall of Fame Inductee 
 

The latest inductee into the Pi Kappa Delta Hall of Fame is Susan Millsap, Director of Forensics 
and Professor at Otterbein University. Susan is a past-president of PKD and our current Historian. 
She is also a long-time educator, scholar, coach, and servant to our community. She is also only 
the third person to be elected to the Hall of Fame while still actively coaching forensics, along 
with being the only person who is in both the Hall of Fame and the Order of Attainment. She was 
instrumental in securing a permanent site for our organization’s archives at Ottawa University. 
The Hall of Fame is the highest honor PKD offers its members, and represents exemplary 
dedication and contribution to our honor society and the forensic community as a whole. Come 
watch as we celebrate Dr. Millsap and her career—and thank her for what she has given to Pi 
Kappa Delta. We also invite you to visit our Hall of Fame outside the Student Center Theatre. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Convention Events—Plan to Attend! 
 

Convention and social events continue today and throughout the rest of the weekend. Don’t 
forget to stop and see the travelling version of the Pi Kappa Delta Hall of Fame and fascinating 
historical items from our archives, open for viewing each day in the Student Center Theater 
Lobby. In addition, the following events are part of today’s schedule… 
 
Saturday 9:45 am Meet the Candidates Forum—At-Large National Council—Student  
    Center Theater 
  11:30 am Alumni Showcase—Student Center 145 
  11:45 am Business Meeting—Student Center Theater 
  12:30 pm Student Caucus—Student Center Multipurpose Room 
  7:00 pm Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony—University Club 
  7:30 pm Coach Reception—University Club 
    Student Reception—Student Center Dining Room 
Refreshments will be available at both receptions. Debate elimination rounds and participants in 

the first showcase will also be announced at the student reception. 
Students—Don’t forget your t-shirts if you want to be part of the shirt exchange at tonight’s 

reception! 
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“Investigative” Reporting 
 

With budget cuts, my steady loss of hearing, and preference to stay in one place while I drink 
coffee and visit with friends, I am at a loss for reporters to roam the halls, prep rooms, and hotels 
finding breaking news that you don’t need to know. If you know anything that the rest of us 
should know—tell me! Send it to me!  
 
What I do know… 
 

 Adam, Trent, and Tom are evidently hosting a movie night or some other fun in the draw 
room. Something involving soothing music and a mysteriously appearing screen. 

 
 Heard walking into the Student Center this morning…”I hate this shirt but I did find a pair of 

underwear in my suitcase this morning!” 
 
 There are a lot of ding dongs in the tabroom…and either a birthday celebration or a 

pyromaniac. 
 

 
 
 

Contribute to The Key 

Please, PLEASE…if you have anything for The Key, email me at jensensc@webster.edu. I would 

love to know the inside scoop about the student, alumni, and professional faces of PKD. I’d love 

to know about interesting stories. Very importantly, if you plan to run for a national office, I 

need a brief statement from you before Saturday morning. Please email it me as a Word 

attachment. Help me help you with great content for The Key. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:jensensc@webster.edu
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Winner, Winner—Chicken Dinner! 
 

Winners of Friday and Saturday’s Trivia Contest are Joseph Barr (Sterling College), Kylee Ezell 
(McNeese State University), Becca Godsey (Southwest Baptist University), and Zoe Rollins (Webster 
University). Check in with Phil Voight or Lisa Vossekuil at the registration and store area of the 
ballot table to claim your prize. And the answers… 
 
 
FRIDAY     SATURDAY 
Bowling Green St U—Bowling Green OH Azusa Pacific U—cougar 
Butler U—Indianapolis, IN   Central Florida U—Pegasus 
Carson-Newman U—Jefferson City, TN Dutchess CC—Falcon 
College of DuPage—Glen Ellyn, IL  Emerson College—Lion 
Cornell U—Ithaca, NY    Idaho St U—Bengal 
Davis and Elkins College—Elkins, WV Kansas City, KS CC—Blue Devil 
Grove City College—Grove City, PA  Lafayette College—Leopard 
John Carroll U—University Heights, OH Marian U—Knight 
Linfield College—McMinnville, OR  Morehouse College—Tiger 
McNeese St U—Lake Charles, LA  Northwest Missouri St U—Bearcat 
Northern St U—Aberdeen, SD   Texas Christian U—Horned Frog 
Otterbein U—Westerville, OH   Transylvania U—Pioneer 
Southwest Baptist U—Bolivar, MO  U of the Cumberlands—Patriots 
Sterling College—Sterling, KS   U of Houston—Cougar 
Valdosta St U—Valdosta, GA   U of South Dakota—Coyote 
 
 
Play the last contest, found at the end of this issue of The Key! 
 

Scott Jensen, Webster University 
Editor, The Key 

jensensc@webster.edu 
 
 
 

Only FIVE days until life begins anew…Major League Baseball Opening Day! 
 

Go Cubs!!  

mailto:jensensc@webster.edu
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Daily Trivia Contest 
 
 

Each day there will be a trivia contest based on the chapters attending this year’s tournament 
and convention. Copy, paste, and email your answer sheet to jensensc@webster.edu by the 
deadine announced for each day. A random drawing of correct answer sheets will determine 
three daily winners!  
 
 

Day Three—Who has Hosted a PKD National Tournament? 
 

Among the list below are 14 schools who were the primary hosts for a PKD national 
tournament. Three of them have hosted two tournaments. Circle the schools—and remember 
that host chapters did not necessarily host the tournament on their campus. Answer sheets 
sheets should identify at least 8 of the 13. Send your emails by 8:00 am Sunday. 
 
 
Name______________________________________________Phone____________________________________ 
 
School_____________________________________________Email____________________________________ 
 
 
 

 
Boise State University     Bowling Green State University 
 
Bridgewater State University    Capital University 
 
Carson-Newman University    Central Michigan University 
 
Emerson College     Hofstra University 
 
Illinois College      Kansas Wesleyan University 
 
Linfield College     Ohio University 
 
Ottawa University     Otterbein University 
 
Rice University     Simpson College 
 
Texas State University     Transylvania University 
 
University of Houston     University of Kentucky 
 
University of South Dakota    Valdosta State University 
 
Webster University     West Chester University 
 

mailto:jensensc@webster.edu

